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In his preface to the fifth edition of Argumentation and Debate, Austin

Freeley cited the commonplace judgment that the sum total of knowledge has

doubled every five years since 1960.
1

This exponential increase in the amount

of information characterizes both the general availability of information in

society ss well as within acedemic debate.

The increase in the amount of available information is a mixed blessing.

While more information may allow its users greater perspective in their consid

eration of an issue, excessive amounts of information creates pressure upon its

users to deal with it meaningfully. When the amount of available information

exceeds the ability of the user to process it, a condition generally referred

as "information overload" is created.2

It should not be surprising that the expansion of available information

within society mould find its way into the practice of academic debate. Inform-

ation available to social actors in their consideration of issues likewise is

available to the debaters addressing the same issues. In addition to the in

formation available pertaining to the substantive issues about which we debate,

debaters have also been confronted with a proliferation of theoretical issues

dealing with perspectives on the process by which substantive issues are to be

resolved.

When available information exceeds the user's ability to process it, an

adaptive response is necessary. The adaptation may take several forms, some

of which may result in dysfunction. In any event, debaters, like their social

counterparts, discover alternatives to deal with everexpanding amounts of-

information. The result is that the practice of debate has changed. As Free

ley noted, "the accelerated rate of change has had a marked impact on the field
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of argumentation and debate. The simple fact is that in many important ways

we no longer analyze arguments, build cases, or conduct debates in the way we

did ten or even five years ago. 13

It shall be my contention in this paper that the development and use of

what has been labelled "generic argument" is one adaptation to the increased

availability of information. In developing this position I will briefly elab-

orate the nature of overload, explain its consequences in the processing of

information, define generic argument, and offer a rationale for generic argu-

ment within a perspective of coping with information overload. Finally, I

will suggest implications for the use of generic argument.

The Nature of Overload

I have already indicated that information overload occurs when the avail-

able amount of information exceeds the ability of the user to process it. The

phenomenon of overload may describe either an individual or societal inability

to orocess information. That is to suggest that what nay constitute overload

for one individual may not constitute overload for another. Similarly, what

constitutes overload within a social grouping at some point in time may not

necessarily result in overload for another social group. Prior to the popular-

ization of the term "information overload," sociologists had postulated the

concept of "cultural lag." Writing in 1923, William Ogburn explained cultural

lag in Social Change:

The thesis is that the various parts of modern culture are not
changing at the same rate, some parts are changing more rapidly
than others;and that since there is a correlation and interde-
pendence of parts, rapid change in one part of culture requires
adjustments4through other changes in the various correlated parts
of culture.

The cultural lag occurred because change was not uniform within parts of the

society. Often the lag was to be found in the differential rates of develop -

C 4
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vent between scientific and social knowledge. It was usually the case that

scientific and technological advancements outpaced the ability A social in-

stitution: to make adjustments. Klapp explained that it we.: most often found

"that maierial culture, such as technology, changes faster clan nonmaterial

culture, such as beliefs and habits, resulting in maladjustment because old

habits and ideas cannot keep up with new realities. siS

While a cultural lag could occur for reasons other than too much informa-

tion, the theory of cultural lag provided an early explanation of why informa-

tion generated by one segment of society often exceeded the capacity of other

social institutions to adapt to it Additionally, the sociological perspect-

ive focused upon information at the level of social units.

The contemporary treatment of information overload probably dates to

Georg Simnel who observed that people often adopt an "attitude of reserve"

to prevent the "indiscriminate suggestibility" of others from dominating thera.6

Karl Deutsch, another sociologist, opined that"individuals seeking the greater

range of choice afforded by the city may be overwhelmed by their own freedom to

make choices." Deutsch suggested that the portential for the individual to con-

front overload was a function of the choices made possible by MO metropolis.7

In the sense in which Simnel and Deutsch treat overload it is understood

that as the number of choices available to the individual increase, there is

a threshold, beyond which additional information fails to facilitate the ability

to make choices. Overload represents the point where the individual is no long-

er capable of absorbing the additional information in a usable fashion. indi-

viduals are limited in receiving information through their processing capaci-

ties. Klapp describes this as channel capacity:

. . .beyond a point one cannot take more within a given period of time
because of limits on the pathway through which information flows. All
living systems have - -indeed are -- channels. All units through which in-
formation flows, whether living things or machines, are regarded as
channels. . . .Overload is often defined in terms of measurable rela-

t. 5
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tionships between input and output of a system. The limit of a system,
beyond which failure of commgnication from overload occurs, is usually
called its channel capacity.

There are at least two dimensions in which overload op_trates. Pirst, there

is the sense in which overload is understood to be an excessive amount of infor-

mation available to its USU. Mere is more information available to the re-

cipient than can rGlePecd. Hiller reports that the capacity per channel

decreases as the size of the system increases.
9

PUrther, technical advances

which increase the flow of information to the user may be counterproductive, as

the user may already have more information available than can be efficiently

util ed.
10

The second sense in which overload may occur deals with the absence of a

ready frame of reference in which to comprehend it. This is to say that for

any information to be meaningful, it must be placed within an interpretive

frame of reference. Information--phenomena, facts, data --does not suggest its

own interpretive framework. As Polanyi has observed, knowledge of the princi-

ples and properties which exist at a subordinate level does not provide en ex-

planation of the principles and properties which exist at a superordinate

level of organization.
11

Interpretation of information is a subjective process of theorizing. The

separate bits of information must be connected in an hierarchical arrangement

which gives order an meaning to both the separate parts oas well as to the whole.

Reynolds suggests that this type of interpretive theorizing usua",y requires

two conditions: The number of variables to be measured must be smell and there

may only be a few patterns which occur in the data. Be observes that within

the social sciences the likelihood of fulfilling these conditions is remote.
12

We are in the position of a man piecing together a puzzle. We don't have

a picture of what the completed puzzle will look like. In fact, we keep receivin

additional puzzle pieces as we work. Some of the pieces may not even belong

6
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to the puzzle. Such is the problem presented by the two dimensions of overload.

We may be getting more puzzle pieces than we can handle as well as we may not

be able to make sense of those pieces we already possess.
13

Even in the unlikely

event where we have all of the information, it may not be interpretable. Klapp

postulates meaning formation is relatively constant. Bc explains that:

the reason for the steady curve of meaning formation is that society
is already using most if its channel capacity for coding and decoding
symbols and for synthesizing new meaning. and has invented no new ways
to do so. Meanwhile, raw information pours in faster than ever, from
sources such as science, technological invention, modernization, and
changing fashics.14So the paradox is possible: the more knowledge,
the less meaning.

Debaters are a microcosm of the larger social world in which overload oper-

ates. They are also confronted by the twin problems of absorbing the growing

amounts of information which is available as well as making it meaningful. In

the next section I will address some of the consequences of overload and the

general types of adaptive responses available. .

Consequences of Overload

Miller categorized the effects of overload to include; (1) omission, which

is the temporary nonprocessing of information; (2) processing error, which is to

process incorrect information; (3) queuing, which is to delay some responses

during high input periods in the hope that it may be possible to catch up during

a lull; (4) filtering, which consists of selecting some kinds of information

while ignoring others; (5) cutting categories of discrimination, which occurs

by responding in a more general way to information inputs, but with less pre-

cision than would occur at lower rates of information; (6) using multiple chan-

nels, which is spreading information through two or more channels to relieve the

rate of flow available through any single channel; and (7) escaping from the

task.
15
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Each of these responses to overload is an attempt to reduce the proceasing

load. Assuming they can be effective] employed, efficiency in information

transmission is decreased. While not all systems employ all of these mechan-

isms, generally, the larger the system the more likely thst these mechanises

will be used.

As decreased efficiency in the transmission of information occurs, the

primary question which arises is what information gets eliminated. While

individuals or social institutions have strategies for selecting which infor-

mation is selected, the strategy itself may obscure the consequences of the

information which is ignored. According to Raymond, ninety-nine percent of

the relevant information may be excluded.
17

The implications are staggering.

Eliminating information has effects at all levels of decision making.

Within a pluralistic system --one in which decisions cede at one level do not

imply agreement at another --decision makers nay make choices and interpret

meaning in ignorance or without understanding of the choices made by other

actors in the system. An example familiar to many debaters is cited by Klapp:

The world energy crisis of 1974, compounded by the Arab oil boycott,
pointed up the failure of information to solve problems: It had been
foreseen for at yeast a decade by scientists giving full warning that
the supply of fossil fuela was running out. Tour years earlier a
book had been published wlih the title The Energy Crisis, by Lawrence
Rocks and Richard Runyan.*

The very abundance of information about the notating energy crisis consti-

tuted the problem. With increasing sources generating Bats and making inter-

pretations of information, the decision making agents operating at various

levels within the public and private sec.:ors make choices in ignorance of the

choices and rationale selected by other agents. Policy dysfunction may occur

because too much information may stand in the way of achieving a political con-

sensus.
19
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Authoritative sources (experts, opinion leaders, etc.) may be sought to

give interpretation to increasing information. However, the very number of

"expert" commentators may contribute further to the problem as they but add to

the welter of opinions:

. . . with little consensus and less trust, that seldom speaks for
more than a minority --the very multiplication of authoritative claims
adding ironically to the bulk of information needing interpretation.
So--even helped by the interpretation of opinion leaders and the
enormous speed of information diffusion--we see not a gain in meaning,
but a growing Nuntain of information about which people do not know
what to think.

Expert opinion may further contribute to the overload of information placin;

us again in the paradox where we have plenty of information, but no useful

means of securing it. Overloads, both in the amount of data, as well as in the

competing interpretations of its meaning, contribute to the inability of decis-

ion makers to make appropriate choices.

The contemporary debater is confronted by this sea of information. It

should be expected that the difficulty of making appropriate choices should not

be any different within debate than within the general social milieu. The de-

bater's task of dealing with the expansive amounts of information available to

the consideration of a debate resolution is further confounded by changes in the

practice of the activity. For as Freeley observed, we no longer analyze

arguments, build cases, or conduct debates as we did five or ten years ago.

Debaters area faced by cometingpetadigms, new case formats, and innova-

tions in theory and practice which have multiplied over the course of the last

twc Jecades. Often, the innovations in practice precede the development of

a theoretical construct to account for them. The result is that argument in

debate has expanded in an attempt to account for a myriad of theoretical/

procedural issues about the rules by which the debate should be conducted in add

tion to the substantial amount of information bearing on the substantive issues

9
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of the debate resolution. For many debaters, critics of debate, and debate

judges, academic debate has become a game in which there arc nc rules.21

In an attempt to mainta:n some control over the quantity of arguments

they must potentially face, debaters have adapted their behavior. Some of

these behaviors have been in the direction of compromising a persuasive style

in preference of an accelerated rate of delivery. CZitics, especially those

outside of the activity, have been especially critical of this form of adapta-

tion.
22

The purpose of this paper is not to defend all such adaptive responses

in the practice of debate. Rather, it is to argue that adaptation to overload

is a normal response. Overload is not a phenomenon unique to debate. It is

just that the nature of debate has directed some of the adaptation in direct-

ions which do not have parallels immediately apparent in other fields. One

such adaptation which debate has generated, and which I will defend, has been

the development of generic argumentative positions.

The Nature of Generic Argument

While many debaters have used generic argument, there is relatively little

mention of the term in most contemporary debate texts. Only Patterson and

Zarefsky make reference to forms of generic arguments.
23

As a consequence, some

definition is called for here. Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary in-

cludes the definition for "generic" as "relating to or characteristic of a whole

group or class: General."24 In discussing generic disadvantages, Patterson

and Zarefsky provide a debate context for defining generic disadvantages by

noting "they apply generally to any plan that the affirmative may devise for

setting up its program.
'45

I would extend the context for considering generic argument in debate to

note that there are other types of arguments, besides disadvantages, which by
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general characteristic of content or form may be properly labelled as "generic."

What makes an argument generic is that i4; responds to recurring issues in the

debate process.

Recurring issues in the debate are matters of content when the action

required or implied in the plan is constant. A resolution which called for

the extension of U.S. foreign policy commitments would necessarily require

some additional economic, political, military or social commitment. It is

likely that consequences of such action would be generic. For instance, the

claim that any of the above mentioned actions would be imperialistic would

be based on the premise that any extension, per se, is imperialistic and not

the particular type of new commitment.

Recurring issues are matters of form when they fulfill a common argument-

ative function. This is to say that while the substance of the argument may

differ from instance to instance, there is a common purpose to the type of

argument made in each instance. Stock issues in debate illustrate the dis-

covery of common purpose. The stock issue of inherency, for example, informs

the debater of the location where certain arguments may be discovered. So even

if the reasons why U.S. foreign policy fails is different from the reasons why

an economic policy fails the coamnn element of the issue of inherency unites

them in their analytic purpose. Since the function of argument remains constant,

we should expect that debaters will continue to offer arguments that are analy-

tically similar, even when the specific propsition under consideration changes.
2f

So what I have proposed to be the nature of generic argument is that it is

any argument within a deliverative framework which recurs in fulfilling the dis-

covery of issues. Both the content of an argument or its analytic function quali

fies it to be considered as generic when applied to particular cases.

11
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Generic Argument: as a Means of Coping with Overload

If one accepts the premise that the increase in information is faster

than our ability to comprehend its meaning, then the challenge confronting the

debater, as well as other social actors, is how to gain some control over it

I propose that the use of generic arguments provides a means of coping with

information overload.

The application of standard forms of argument is hardly new. In the

Rhetoric, Aristotle described twenty -eight lines of argument (otherwise known

as " topoi" or "commonplaces") as well as standard refutations of "spurious en-

thymemes." The patterns of these arguments assume regularity of function, so

that even if the particular issue at hand is new, the form of the standard line

of argument is familiar to the audience and hence contributes to their under-

standing of the argument being made.
27

It is an extension of this rationale which underlies the generic argument.

Generic argument, through its standard content or form, allows the debater to

develop arguments which are familiar in their content or function as an aid

to the audience's understanding of the issues. For example, lines of argu-

ment directed against definition are always possible.
28

The debater who de-

velops "Standards of Topicality" enRages a commonplace which is meaningful in

a generic sense (appropriate to all topics), even though the particulars of its

application will be modified by the specie.: case and topic under consideration.

This is valuable because familiarity understanding. To argue stan-

dards of topicality across topics allows the audience (in this case the debate

judge) an understanding of the class of arguments called topicality. Similar

applications can be made for other types of generic arguments. In the case of

the generic disadvantage, the consequences of the argument are applied to the

161.-zent elements of the plans generated by the resolution.

Th- use of generic argument allows the person proposing it'tefOcus attent-
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in on its application to the case at hand. Because the form or content of

the argument is already known, it provides a comprehensible explanation. It

may be that the use of a particular generic argument may be inappropriate in

a given instance, but even its inappropriateness is made understandable be-

cause of its content or function assist the audience in making this decision.

Generic arguments as contemporary forms otthe commonplace address the

problems created by overload. When the case presented to the negative is

unanticipated, the functions of argument which the case must fulfill provide

the respondent with a means of testing the claims. Study indictments, reason-

ing flaws, inconsistencies, and the like can provide fruitful grounds for

refutation absent specific case evidence. Additionally, where the pro:,esi-

tion stipulates a particular course of action or effect, a generic response

to the content of the proposal is in order.

Some readers may object to the preceding example as an illustration of

generic argument se nonrepresentative. They would argue that refutation of

argument which is guided by the function of argument is more akin to the tra-

ditional "Stock Issues" analysis than it is to the concept they have in mind

when discussing generic argument. They would suggest that generic argument

is more appropriately represented by the debater who uncritically makes the

same arguments in debate after debate regardless of the particulars of the

case.

At least two responses are in order. First, bad argument is neither

unique nor inherent to generic positions. I have already proposed that the

nature of the proposition may legitimize generic responses because of the

action or effect implied by the topic. In this sense, generic arguments of

common content applied to all CabSS are, in effect, case specific.

Second, in the case where function of argument becomes the element which

defines generic argument, I neap to suggest that all argument has generic *le-
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meats. Whether we label these stases, commonplaces, or generic arguments, they

characterize a class of argument types which are applicable across propositions.

Their recurring features allow us to wake meaningful interpretations of novel

information because, regardless of content, they need to fulfill standard ana-

lytic functions of argument.

An adeitionsl consideration which may justify the use of generic argument

is the analytic assumptions an affirmative (or in the case of a counterplan,

the negative) brings to the debate. As Brock et al observed, it is much easier

to design a system that will result in advantages without disadvantages when

the boundaries of the system are quite narrow.
ft29

As a matter of strategy the

affirmative either ignores or discards effects Which would be weighted against

the consideration of a policy. However, the secondary or tertiary effects of

a policy, because of their magnitude, may outweiPh the justification for a

proposal. The fact that the effects which weigh against a policy are remote

(either in terms of the links necessary to create the effect or the probability

of the effect) is not a reason to say the argument is inapplicable."

The Systems theorists have long argued that open systems are characterized

by "equifinality"--sn assumption that "a final state may be reached from differ-

eat initial conditions and in different ways.
u31

This is to say that a variety

of circumstances may each independently result in a similar effect. Generic

arguments may be applicable to a variety of conditions because there are alter-

nate ways in which they are linked to the proposed action. To presume that a

Peneric claim is inappropriate because it is not intuitively apparent within one

frame of reference is to remove the debate process from the consideration of

reasons and justifications provided by the debaters to an a priori set of allow-

able issues.

Generic arguments give the audience comprehensible positions because they

are familiar. They allow the audience to make decisions intelligently. Admit-

14
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teal, generic arguments nay begin with preconceptions about refutation before

the argument to which they are directed are ever heard. But to the extent that

they can be justified in their application to the particulars of a Riven case,

this reasoning backwards provides a means of controlling issues, and otherwise

imposes meaninp'on'an evernro*inamoutt of'information available to the con-

sideration of a proposal.

Implications for Generic Arguments

There are several implications from the definition of generic argument

es one which assists in the discovery of recurring features of content or

function.

1. All issues/arguments mai become generic. I have already suggested that the

analytic function fulfilled by an argument makes it generic. Additionally,

through repitition of use, the content of en argument may become generic.

The nature cf debate is rich that nothing succeeds like success, and the

initiation of any argumentative strategy, if successf, is likely to be

repeated. As HaPood noted in Forensics as Communication "as knowlkipe

that the theoretical departure has been rewarded spreads, the dePartlire is

gradually adopted by other teams and soon becomes accepted practice.
fl32

A novel argument cr strategy doesn't remain novel long. And While

Earood's example referred to the expansion of new theoretical claims in

debate, there is no reason to believe that she has also described the pro-

cess by which debaters imitate other types of argument which are successful.

Similarly, new evidence, occe exposed, is researched by other debaters.

What constitutes one debater's innovation may become tomorrow's new generic

argument.

2. Generic Amments are Elan impediment, to the discovery of new arguments.

While on the surface this may seem counter-intuitive to the claim

that generic arguments relies on recurring features of content and function,
1, 1
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I don't believe this to be the case. While uncritical repitition of argu-

ment does no'' promote the discovery of new issues, the debater is often

confronted with situations where he/she must apply an understanding of the

function of arsument to novel situation.

I suggested earlier that knowledge of the stock issues informs the

debater where to look for argument. A knowledge of the issue of inherency

does not mean debaters make the same arguments about the issue in every

round. Rather, a knowledge of the function of an inherency issue informs

debaters about how the opronent must sustain a position, and in so doing

suggests potential ground where the isaue may be contested. In the sense

I having been usinp the term, stock issues become a form of commonplace

which aid in the discovery of issues.

In another vein, the application of recurring function of argument

means that a new application mat be attempted to link known effects to

novel situations. The fact that the consequences of nuclear war are well-

documented doea not mean that a generic nuclear war disadvbntage will auto

watically be linked to a given policy. Debaters discover the connections

between their generic poaitions and particular policies. That many scen-

arios may be linked with the causes of a nuclear war is only to give prac-

tical application to the concept of equifinality. But the burden of dis-

covering the connection remains with the debater who would advocate the

argumet.t.

Finally, the criticism is often made that the use of generic arguments

inhibits the debater's critical processes. This criticism is a longstanding

one and probably as old as the activity. In 1907 The Speaker, commented that

debaters make "rigid apeechea, discussing absurdly loud questions in an ab-

surdly short time.
n99 In a aimilar vein, ftsprave charged that the brief

was unsuccessful because it "confines the debater to a set of arguments

16
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that may be irrelevant from the start and that are almost always irrelevant

when the opposition's case is presented."34

The common thread through these arguments, while applied to briefing,

but which implicitly apply to generic arguments, is that discovering poten-

tial issues before the debate may obscure the actual issues. Mile it is

probably true that debaters may ignore appropriate spontaneous arguments,

it is not a necessary consequence of preparing generic positions in advance

of the debate. Analysis conducted outside of the debate about the likely

issues improves the quality of arguments. Poor strategic choices are more

likely to occur in a spontaneous response as with a prepared argument.

Imapine the trial lawyer who would forsake the preparation of argu-

ments befog the trial in preference of a spontaneous defense of s client.

Of course, the defense counual is. ailed' by discovery:riles which-mike them

prosecution's case easy to anticipate. Similarly, debaters often have

foreknowledge of the oppositions case through previous encounters or through

word of mouth.

Responding to some of the earlier challenges to preparing a brief before

the debate, Baird noted that the process of briefing:

gives order to your thought, logical sequence and definitiveness
of statement, and other rhetorical results that are no mean ele-
ments in effective speech. . . The mature student of briefing
needs not be a slave to his rigid document. Its construction
has sharpened the mental processes, given facts, end created a tc

mental alertness which means a cont'nuation of creative thinking.'

So, as with the brief, the choice of the use of a generic argument involves

a complex of strategic choices.. Bad choices are always possible, but the

elaboration of thought in adyce of the event is likely to aid in the

discovery of potential issues.
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3. Generic Argument does not impede other adaptive responses to overload.

I began with the assumption that information overload was a problem

which impinges on the entire social system. Debate is only one part of

that system. Generic argument is appropriate to debate by the rationale

I have developed. It may also be appropriate to other forms of argument-

ative discourse as the discovery of recurring features of content or func-

tion would be likely in other fields. This is to say that generic forms

of arguments may be found in legal, political, aesthetic, professional,

and scientific fields. In fact, there are likely to be generic elements

within the field-dependent standards for the evaluation of argument within

any field.

While other responses to overload may be required, the debate commu-

nity should not bear the burden of their discovery. Pot each field of

inquiry develops its own adaptive reaponses to overload. Generic argument

in debate is one such response appropriate to the field of debate. As a

discipline, generally in communication, rlre specifically within argumenta-

tion, we are faced with the task of developing strategies to cope with

overload. This charge will not likely diminish in the foreseeable future

as predictions of increased load are expected.

Other fields will develop responses appropriate to their needs. As a

microcosm of a larger aocial phenomenon, debate has developed responses

which has allowed it to cope with change. If these adaptations are not

universally applauded, they nevertheless are evolutionary. Other adaptive

changes will be forthcoming. But it is the nature of the Problem which de-

fines the response, and so long as information overload continues to charac-

terize debate, adaptations like generic argumentation will continue.

18
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